
The paper reviewed on the preceding page has received much media attention, and has featured in Elisabeth Pisani’s blog, ‘Sex and Science’. I felt it would be helpful to Journal readers if I also reviewed some of the concerns about the HIV vaccine paper that were detailed in that blog.

Dr Pisani’s blog focuses mainly on specific aspects of the HIV vaccine trial paper approaches taken to statistical analysis, observed variation in vaccine efficacy (VE) in some subgroups (such as high-risk individuals), and the public health perspective.

Differences in intervals (CIs) around the estimates of VE. This is an important point and, as has been commented above, would have benefited from some discussion in the earlier paper. However, this issue is perhaps over laboured. In all trial papers the point estimate reported is likely to be accompanied by an interval estimate, which argues for a more circumspect assessment of plausible possibilities for true effect, and often some of these possibilities are clinically trivial. While it is true that this trial has turned out to be underpowered, and hence provides very imprecise estimates of effect, we still need to give the point estimate due consideration. Having disparaged, on account of their wide CIs, the overall effect estimates from the two planned and one modified analysis approaches, Dr Pisani then focuses on the effect estimate for the high-risk subgroup, and laments the VE estimate of only 4% to 11% in this group “the people most likely to be exposed to the virus”. However, this subgroup involves only 23% of all study participants, and more crucially involves only 34% of events (n=45), compared to 100% and 65% of events in the planned analyses, and 95% in the modified ITT. This partly explains the width of the 95% CI reported for VE for the high-risk group, which is –73% to +107%, compared to the 0.2% to 38% of the CIs for the main analyses reported are, respectively, 52, 65 and 52 percentage points, that for the high-risk group is 119 percentage points – twice as wide! If we are to take things in mind that the true overall VE in the modified ITT analysis might be as low as 1% (the lower limit of the CI), then we should be equally careful to bear in mind that the true VE in the high-risk group might be as high as 46% (the upper limit). Subgroup analyses are of great interest to all scientists, have the potential to generate new and insightful research questions, and will usually be of great help in the design of future research. However, subject as these smaller subgroups are to additional sampling variability, they provide notoriously unreliable estimates. [For another example of how small the number of estimates across subgroups, it is reported, but not commented on by Pisani, that for the age group 21–25 years VE is 49% (95% CI 13–70%).] Furthermore, tests of heterogeneity (of treatment effect across subgroups) are inevitably much lower powered even than the overall test of treatment effect. In fact the paper reports in passing that all tests of subgroup effects are non-significant. This could be interpreted as no difference in VE between high-risk group and lower-risk groups, which might provide solace to Dr Pisani. However, a more circumspect view is that the study just does not have the power to test the association between risk group (or age group) and VE (as the authors in fact state). In the light of the concerns expressed in this blog regarding the VE for the high-risk group, it seems that perhaps the authors should have provided a clear ‘public health warning’ along with the subgroup table. Dr Pisani has raised concerns about various aspects of the research and its reporting – these mainly founded on the uncertainty inherent to some degree or other, in (all) research results, and on the cumbersome and counter-intuitive nature of the hypothetico-deductive reasoning required – Dr Pisani goes on to conclude that the trial is a “triumph for science”, if not yet for public health. It is salutary to recognise a distinction between the ‘science’ stage, and the ‘public health’ stage of vaccine development and implementation, but such ‘science’ needs to remember that its driving force is the imperative for a future public health application. Dr Pisani was astute in highlighting in her blog that the report of the trial did not pay sufficient attention to the public health perspective of its findings.
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